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Lightweight construction of rich scientific
applications
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This paper presents an approach to rapid and lightweight development of scientific applications running on
high performance computing resources,which resulted in a platform facilitating access to grid resources and
handling the entire web application deployment pipeline. Usage of available web frameworks enables purely
browser-side programming and frees application developers from any server-side dependencies. The platform
provides testing and production environments to cover application development cycle including seamless
source code synchronization.

Recently, scientific gateway delivery has shifted towards web platforms. Complete software packages built
on top of grid resources offered installable binaries such as desktop rich clients [1] and gave way to advanced
and easily managed web solutions [2]. The grid integration layer has been completely hidden from end users
by providing domain-specific graphical user interfaces through just one omnipresent application: the web
browser, so grid-ready web toolkits [3] emerged as tools to build gateways tailored for individual scientific
communities.

The development process can be further improvedwith the platform by disposing of the server side completely
from developer’s concerns and exploiting grid based functionality exposed through REST interfaces. Enabling
usage of browser-sideweb frameworks over grid resources to compose rich scientific gateways is themain goal
of the platform. The objective is to completely detach application developers from the underlying tools and to
provide the required functionality through a set of JavaScript libraries with a complete application deployment
pipeline in place. This allows to minimize boilerplate work as it is no longer necessary to setup production and
test environments (as they are provided by the platform) and to fully exploit browser debugging capabilities.
Creating a new web application comes to filling in a web form which includes application URL schema setup.
Authentication and authorization is handled by the platform and the server-side processing has to be exposed
as REST services. The platform comes with all the basic services in place and already wrapped with JavaScript
libraries (e.g. job management, file transfers and metadata management).

An example of such a service exposing its functionality through a REST interface is DataNet [4]. Building
a JavaScript API on top of this service and exposing it to developers is straightforward and may be done by
other service providers to expand the API set of the proposed platform.

The platform is already available as a part of the PLGrid infrastructure. It is integrated with the security mech-
anism and REST services present in the infrastructure which was done only once for all scientific applications
implemented with the platform; this considerably facilitates the audit process of each new application.

Summing up, the elaborated platform improves creation of modern science gateways by making the process
platform-independent, taking care of the deployment pipeline, and ensuring source code synchronizationwith
popular engines such as Dropbox.
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